OneCampus

1 Introduction
Onecampus.vt.edu took the place of my.vt.edu

2 Notes
Up in the right hand corner click the Sign In option

Enter your PID and PID Password
Complete your 2Factor Authentication

When you are in you will see Application Tiles that reflect a certain program. If you click the heart on the tile box it will add it to your favorites and they always show at the top of the screen.
To change your PID/Hokies/Google/Wireless passwords

Click on the Tile Manage Accounts
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Recently there has been a few changes:

1. Your Google Account will now use your PID and Passphrase.
2. When you change your PID Passphrase it will also change your Hokies password.
3. When you forget your wireless password your Wireless (Network Password) is automatically generated.
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Some other applications that we wanted to show you were out here under OneCampus is. TEM, Canvas, Timeclock plus, Gmail.